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Abstract 
tuczak, T. and A. Ruciiiski, Convex hulls of dense balanced graphs, Journal of Computational and Applied 
Mathematics 41 (1992) 205-213. 
For several graph families Y, we establish asymptotic estimates for the maximum possible number of extreme 
points that can be in the convex hull of an n-vertex graph in 9. In particular, this is done when 9 is the set of 
balanced graphs, and when Y is the set of balanced graphs with N = N(n) edges. Similar results are obtained 
for strictly balanced, strongly balanced and strictly strongly balanced graphs. 
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1. Motivation and the result 
Convex hulls of graphs appeared in the theory of random graphs as a simple geometric tool 
to determine the leading overlaps of a graph. The notion of a leading overlap was first 
introduced in [6] in relation to an asymptotic formula for the variance of number X&G) of 
subgraphs of the binomial random graph K(n, p) isomorphic to a given graph G. A subgraph 
H of a graph G is said to be a leading overlap of G if H has at least one edge and for all 
subgraphs H’ of G with at least one edge, EXn,p( H) = O( EX,J H ‘)) as n + 00, p =p(n). In 
other words, the expected number of copies of H in K(n, p) is of the smallest order of 
magnitude among all subgraphs of G with at least one edge. It was observed in [6] that if H is 
a leading overlap of G, Var X,,,(G) is of the same order of magnitude as 
(EX, & G))*/EX, &H). But a major application of leading overlaps came with an exponential 
bound for P,,,(G) = Prob( X,J G) = 0), the probability of nonexistence of a copy of G in 
K(n, p), established in [3]. It was shown there that for every graph G with at least one edge 
there is a constant c such that if H is a leading overlap of G, 
ew( - (1 + 4 1)) ~X,JH)) < P,,,(G) < ew( -cEX,,,(H)]a 
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Then a natural question arose: which subgraphs of G and whe:~ (i.e., for what range of p(n)) 
become its leading overlaps. 3 Fortunately, there is an easy answer to it, based on the 
observation that E&,,(H) is of the order of magnitude of ntH ipe(H), where 1 H 1 and c(H? 
stand for the number of vertices and edges of a graph H, respectively. The conua hzd of a 
graph G is the convex hull of the set of points in the G-plane 0 = {( 1 If I, e( If)): fi E G, e(H) 
> 0). Its upper boundary, called here the ID& consists of a number of straight line segments 
and it is our main object of interest. We say that a subgraph H lies on the roof (or that it is a 
roof subgraph) if the corresponding point ( ] H I, e(H)) does. Note that K, and G itself are 
always on the roof. Elementary calculations provide a full description of Peading overlaps: a 
subgraph H is, for some range of p(n), a leading overlap ol? G if and only if it lies on the roof 
of the convex hull of G. Moreover, the range ef p(n) in which 31 is a leading overlap is 
precisely determined by a; and a&, the slopes of the straight line segments to the left and to 
thr right from (I H 1, e(H)). (We set a& = MJ and ad = 0, for convenience.) For details and 
examples see [3,6,7]. 
The points (s, max{e(H): Hc G, i H I= s!!; s = 3,. . . , I G I - 1, do not necessarily lie on the 
roof. For instance, if G contains KS, s 2 4, then no subgraph with less than s vertices, except 
Kz% lies on the roof. There are graphs with only two roof subgraphs. Call a graph G sftic& 
K,-@aZanced if for all H c G, ] H ] > 2, 
e(H)-1 e(G) - 1 
WI-2 < IGJ-2 - 
K, and G itself are the only roof subgraphs if and only if G is strictly X,-balanced. In 
particular this is the case of cycles and complete graphs. 
Among the roof subgraphs we distinguish those which really matter as far as the shape of the 
roof is concerned. We call the number I H I an extreme point of G if ai > a& Let us denote 
the set of all extreme points of G by JG after the name of Jurek Jaworski who, at the weekly 
Poznaii Random Graphs Seminar, first raised this kind of question back in early 1988. We have 
J&(2, ICI}, and Js = (2, I G 1) if and only if G is &-balanced, i.e., for all H c G, I H I > 2, 
e(H)4 e(G) - 1 
-- 
IHI- g IGI-2 l 
(Trees are K--balanced but not strictly &-balanced. The name “&-balanced” comes from the 
fact that (e(G) - l)/( I G I - 2) is the density of G counted while one fixed edge (a copy of K2) 
is discarded.1 But at most how many extreme points may be there? Or, in other words, at most 
how many times during the evolution of K( n, p) (i.e., when the rate of decay of p(n) varies 
from ccK2) to constant) do the asymptotic formula for Var X,,,(G) and the bounds for I&,(G) 
change their forms? This question turned out not to be extremely difficult and was completely 
=wered in [8], where the maximum of I JG I over all n-vertex graphs was determined at about 
$n. One may as well consider specific families of graphs, like bipartite and regular graphs. The 
former case was also settled in [S] with the maximum number of extreme points about $z, 
whereas regular graphs remain a mystery with an upper bound of order n2j3. 
In this paper we solve the problem raised in [S] about the order of magnitude of the 
maximum number of extreme points of an n-vertex strictl’y balanced graph, i.e., a graph G such 
that for all H c 6, 
e(H) e(G) - - 
IH < ICI l 
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(G is balanced if the above inequality must be replaced by “ < “. Regular graphs are balanced 
and trees and connected rectangular graphs are strictly balanced.) Strictly balanced graphs play 
a role in the theory of random graphs (see [1,7]). In particular, these are the only graphs G for 
which X,,(G) enjoys the Poisson convergence phase, which lasts as long as G is the only 
leading overlap of itself (see [6,7]). The definition of balanced graphs resembles that of 
&-balanced graphs and one could think that I JG I cannot be too large for such graphs. 
Surprisingly, it was shown in [S] that the maximum of 1 JG 1 over all n-vertex strictly balanced 
graphs is of the order of magnitude not greater than n2i3 but not smaller than n1j3. (Actually, 
one could mimic the proof to obtain the same upper bound for balanced graphs.) Theorem 1 
below shows that, in fact, n2j3 is correct. 
There is yet another notion related to the above two: that of strongly balanced graphs. A 
graph G is strongly balanced if for all H c G, I H I > 1, 
e(H) e(G) 
IHI- ’ ]G]-1’ 
A graph G is strictly strong balanced if the above equality is strict. (By analogy to K,-balanced 
graphs, strongly balanced graphs could have been called K,-balanced.) Strongly balanced 
graphs were also born within the theory of random graphs (see [9]) and they even have some 
links to the Nash-Williams arboricity theorem, due to the notion of rational arboricizy 
introduced in [5] (see also [4]). They are more balanced than balanced graphs, but not so 
squashed as K,-balanced graphs and, in fact, as Theorems 1 and 2 below show, the number of 
extreme points of a strongly balanced graph is, in the maximum case, asymptotically the same 
as it is for balanced graphs. 
To present our result in a compact form we introduce some more notation. For a family of 
graphs F, let 
yJF)=max(]J,]: FEF, lFl=n). 
Let 9, Y’, YI and 9; be the families of 211 balanced, strictly balanced, strongly balanced 
and strictly strongly balanced graphs, respectively. Note that 9,’ ~9~ ~9’ ~9 and all 
inclusions are proper. Note also that every K,-balanced graph except unions of disjoint edges is 
in Y’r and, except trees, it is even in 9;. 
Theorem 1. There exist constants c and C such that 
cn2j3 < yn(Y;) < ‘yn(y) < Cn”3= 
As mentioned above, the upper bound was already proved in [S]. The lower bound follows 
from a deeper result. Let 
y,,&F)=max(IJ,I: F~9,lFl=n,e(F)=N). 
Theorem 2. Zf N > (log log nJ3n3j2, then, for n large enough, 
&N1’3 < r,,&Y;) < y,,,,(9) < 21 N”3. 
For N =: n2 this gives the lower bound of Theorem 1. Section 2 contains the proof of 
Theorem 2. The upper bound is proved by the approach from [S]. The lower bound is 
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established by a *‘random construction” based on the fact, interesting on its own, that for 
N > Cd” almost all graphs with n vertices and N edges are strictly X,-balanced. Howeve,, we 
waut to stress that the proof of Theorem 1 may be performed nonprobubilisticarry, because one 
may use a complete graph instead of a random graph in the construction. 
We conclude this lengthy introduction by pointing out some open problems and new 
directions of research. 
(1) We conjecture that Theorem 2 remains valid also for sparse graphs, i.e., when cn < N < 
(log log d3rF2, c > 1. 
(2) What is the order of magnitude of y,(99, where 9 is the family of regular graphs? 
Recall that 9 ~9. 
(3) mat graphs maximize the area of their convex hulls? 
(4) It seems to be interesting to study a multi-dimensional version of the problem by adding 
another parameter to the pair ( 1 H 1, e( HI), like the minimum degree or chromatic number of 
H. 
2. The pmof of Theorem 2 
In this section we shall need some extra notation. Let H and K be two subgraphs of a graph 
F and A and B two subsets of the set V(F) of vertices of F. Then e(H, K) stands for the 
number of edges of F with one endpoint in H and the other in K, e( A, B) has an analogous 
meaning, and e(A) is the number of edges of F with both endpoints in A. The slope between 
the points (1 H 1, e(H)) and (1 K 1. e(K)) will be designated by slope(H, K) and H\K is the 
subgraph of H induced by all vertices of H which are not in K. 
Vpwr bound. Let us assume that G is balanced. Our argument is a refinement of that in [8]. 
Set z=!N’/3J and j=min{i:2’z>$}. Let us partition (l,...,n}=ZUI,U s.0 uZ~, where 
Z={l,.... z), Zi = (2’2,. . . ,2’+ *z), i = 0,. . . , i - 1, and Zj = (2’2,. . . , n). We shall show that for 
each i=O,..., i9 IJGnZj1<42,, h w ere Zi = J(2izN/n)1/31. Then, since 2’ <n/z, it will follow 
that 
<z + 4N’/33fi(3a - l)-’ + 4log,( “) + 4 < 21N”3. 
2 
(Here and below we assume all inequalities to hold only for n large enough.) Fix i and let 
JGnZi=Im,,...,m,}, m,<m,< a.0 Km,. Supposethat >42,+1. 
Case 1. Consider first the case when 
x=l(k: mk-m&_l aXi, k=2,...,t)l>Zi, 
where Xi = (4’z 2n/N)1/3. Then 
mr-m,=(ml-m,)+ l . . +(ml-m,_,),,Z,Xi>,IZ~I-l, 
a contradiction. 
c&r%? 2- If x < zi, then y = J(k: m& - m&_ r <Xi) I > 32, (since x + y = t - 1). Hence there 
existsdE{l ,...,iXtD such thattheset D={k: m&-m k_ 1 = d) has size bigger than 32,/X, > 1. 
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NOW let US have a close look at the slopes ai to the left from the extreme points mi, i = 2,. . . , t. 
They form a decreasing sequence and those with i E D differ by at least l/d, since they have 
the same denominator d. Thus, 
_a, 101-l 32, 2.7N 
a2 t > 0.9- 2 - X; 2% ’ d ( ) 
* 
C-n the other hand, since G is balanced, setting ei for the number of edges in the roof subgraph 
with mi vertices, we have Ui >/ ei/mi 2 ei_r/mi_r, and consequently 
e2- 1 e2 2N/n-l 2N 
42 -a,<--- < m,-2 m2 m,-2 < 253’ 
which contradicts ( * ). 
For the proof of the lower bound we need the following result about random graphs. 
“Lemma. Let N > Cn 3/2. Then almost all graphs on the vertex set ( 1, . . . , n) and with N edges are 
(1) such that for every subset A of vertices, 0.9 n < 1 A I< n, there is a vertex not in A with more 
than 1.7 N/n neighbors in A; 
(2) strictly K,-balanced. 
Proof. We shall rely on the following bounds for the tails of binomial distribution Bi(n, p) 
(below we shall identify Bi(n, p) with a random variable with such a distribution). 
(I) (can be derived from [2]). For all 0 <p < 1 and 0 < E < 1, 
Prob( ]Bi(n, p) -np I> enp) G 2exp( - $g2(1 - q)nq), 
where q = mime, $1 and q = mint p, 1 -pk 
(II) [l, Theorem 7(ii), p.141. For all u > 3, 
Prob( ]Bi(n, p) - np I> unp) < E 
( 1 
unP 
. 
But to be in position to apply these bounds, we must turn to the binomial random graph 
K( n, p). In preparation for this, observe that, for a subgraph H of K(n, N 1, 
e(H)-1 N-l 
IHl-2 >‘n_2 
implies both 
2N-n 
IHI>, 
a*ld e(VH), inI V(H)) N- 1 
n-2 n-IH( ’ n-2’ 
Hence, if K(n, N) is not K,-strictly balanced, then either 
(Property s’) there exists a subset A, (2N - n)/(n - 2) G I A I < $n, such that 
e(A)-1 N-l 
(Al-2 ‘n-2’ 
or 
(Property 9) there exists a subset B, 1~ 1 B I< $z, such that 
e(B, [n]\B) N- 1 
II31 ’ n-2’ 
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Properties &‘, 9 and the negation of (1) are all monotone if we ignore the fact that N is the 
number of edges and instead consider it as a free parameter. Thus, by the equivalence theorem 
in [I. pp. 33-351, it suffices to show that, almost surely, KC n, p), p = N/(2), does not have any 
of these properties. Since 1.7N/n < -#r - b)p for 1~ 6 < 0.1 n, the probability that property 
(1) does not hold can be bounded from above by 
O.ln 
c n’[Prob(Bi(n -6, p) < g(n -b)& = o(l), 
5-l 
the use of (1). 
In order to estimate Prob(&, 
- (“2b)((%v= 
combining estimates (I) and (II), we get 
Prob(d) < p ,wn’Prob(Bi( (;), P) > Z(Q - 2)) = O(I). 
=. 
Finally, since 
N-l 
b- 
n-2 
<0.6bnp,(0.9b(n-b)p, for l&G& 
n/3 
Prob(A?)< c n’Prob(Bi(b(n-b), p)<0.9b(n-b)p)=o(l). 0 
b=l 
Lower bound. We now proceed to the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 2. We shall 
construct a strictly strongly balanced graph G with n vertices and N edges and with at least 
0.01 AV extreme points. Let A be the set of integers falling into the interval 
( - ‘j3, 1.1 &V-1/3)_ Set s, = EmEArn, b = LO.1 n213/nj, n, = s,(2b + 1) and k = n - It,,. Ob- 
serve that 0.977 n < k < n. (Here and below all inequalities hold for n large enough.) We shall 
assign to each m EA a set B, of size 2b + 1. The graph G will consist of a graph R with k 
vertices and M=N-C,,JIEB I edges -and 1 A 1(2b + 1) small graphs indexed bi the pairs 
(m, 0, m EA, 1 E B,,,, each adCI;s __ _dAAg rn- vertices and I edges to R. In the forthcoming estimates 
we shall need all frr&zK@rn to fall safely inside the interqa: ___ ---+ 
__- - 
_ -- -- 
The length of this interval is at rntist $ and so it may not contain any integer. We pick 
169 = f.%&J, where 
M,=N(l +-$)-I. 
Note that $N < M < N arrd that r = 2M/(2k - 3) is asymptotically halfway between M/k - 1 
and (M- l)/(k - 2). 
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Claim 1. There exists u family of (2 b + &element sets ( B,), E !. Bnl c { 1 rm I- b, . . . , 1 r,.. I+ b + 
11, suciz that 
(i) M=N-C,,JIEB L 
(ii? 1 l/m - r I< 0.1 N/rr’for all m E A, 1 E B,,,. 
Proof. We begin by setting BA = ([rm j - 6,. . . , [rm 1-t b). This family satisfies (ii) but not 
necessarily (i). By gradually adjusting the sets Bi we shall make (i) come true while still 
retaining (ii). Set 
N’= c c 1=(26+1) c Lrrnj. 
meA ~EBA, m EA 
Were r an integer, then N’ = (2b + l).it, and so 
M’=N-N’=M,-,+m, 
yielding M<M’,< +l. If M’ = M + 1, then we increase the largest element in one set BA bv 1 
and the new family satisfies (i). If r is not an integer, N’ may be smaller than rrtO but not by 
more than 1 A 1(2b + 1). Thus, replacing some elements of the sets Bk (at most one in each set) 
by [mz] + b + 1, we can reduce the difference 0 <p = rn, - N ’ to less than 1. After having 
done this, M’ < MO + p + & and so M < M’ < M + 2. As before, a further change in just one 
set yields (i). q 
Let P be the set of all pairs (m, I), m E A, 1 E Bm, ordered, say (m,, I,), . . . , (m,, !A& 2~ ihat 
li/mi~li+,/mi+,, i= l,...,p- 1. Note that p=IPI=IA1(2b+l)-- 8.f;2Ni/3. We shall 
construct a strictly strongly balanced graph G with n vertices and N edges and with at least as 
many extreme points as the number of distinct ratios among Ii/m,, i = 1,. . . , p, which happens 
to be at least 0.01 N’i3 (see C!ain 6 below). 
Let R be a strictly Z&-balanced graph with k vertices and M edges such that for every set I/ 
of more than 0.9 k vertices there is a vertex outside I/ with more than 1.7M/k neighbors in V. 
.The existence of R is assured by the Lemma, since M > Ck3/*. Let K i be a complete graph on 
mi vertices. The graph G consists of one copy of R and vertex-disjoint copies of K’ (called 
satellites), i = 1, . . . , p, each vertex of which sends either lei/mi] or [ei/mil edges to R, where 
e. = e(K’, R) = Ii - (T). Note that li Z+ m?. 1 
Claim 2. For every H c G, H f R, slope( K,, H) < slop&K,, R) = (M - l)/(k - 2). ‘172~ R is 
on the roof and JG n (2,. . . , k} = (2, k}. 
Proof.Let HcG, H#R,andset Z,=HnR,Zi=HnK’, zi=IZi),i=l,...,p.Bythestrict 
K,-balance of R, slope( K,, 2,) < slope( K,, R), and it is enough to prove that, for each 
i=l p, 9=**? 
S=slope(ZOuZI~ **a UZ~_,,Z,UZ,U -*. ~Z~)<slope(K,, R). 
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ntary estimates, slightly different for the three subcases Zi < mi - 2, Zi = mi - 1, and 
zi = m,, show that 
SG 
li 
< 
zi 
; < slope( K,, R), 
i 
e last inequahty by (ii). ~j 
Claim 3. Every roof subgraph H of G with more than k vertices contains R. 
uppose that a roof subgraph H does not contain R. Since k > 0.97712, we have 
> 0.9 k and, by the second property of R, there is a vertex v E R\H with more than 
neighbors in V(H n RI. Then, for any vertex w E H\R, e(H - w + v) > e(H), which 
contradicts the fact that H is on the roof. D 
Claim 4. For every roof subgraph H of G and every satellite K’, i = 1,. . . , p, either H contains K’ 
OP H is vertex-disjoint from it. 
To the contrary, let H be on the roof and let z = 1 H n K’ 1 E { 1,. . . , mi - 1) for some i. 
By claim 3, H IR. Set H_= H\K’ and H+= H U K’. Then, for Zi < mi - 2, slope(H_, HI < 
slope( H_, H,) = li/mi, whereas for Zi = mi - 1, slope(H_, H) < slope(H, H,). In either case, 
H cannot be on the roof - a contradiction. q 
Claim 5. For each i = 1,. . . , p, the subgraph Hi = R U lJ i= 1 Kj is on the roof. 
Proof. We shah prove by induction on i that Hi is on the roof. Denote, for Q c (1,. . . , p), 
HQ=RU (J K’, mQ= Cmj and I,= Clj. 
i=Q iEQ iEQ 
From Claim 4 we know that only subgraphs HQ may lie on the roof. We have 
I, 4 
slope(R, HQ) = ma < - = slope(R, H,). 
ml 
Thus, the statement is true for i = 1. Assume it is true for some i. For Q c {l,. . .,p} with 
Hi), set U={l,..., i)\Q, W=Q\(l,..., i}. Note that W#0. Then 
Z&+7 - 1, l*+l 
slope( Hi, HQ) = “w- < “zw < 
li+ 1 
- = slope( Hi, Hi+l). q 
-mu mi+l 
PruafL In view of Claim 5 It is enough to show that there are more than 0.5 1 P 1 mutually distinct 
ratios among Z/m, (m, I) E 4. Clearly, the number X of relatively prime pairs is a lower bound. 
There are at most (1 A 1 /i + lM2b + 1)/i + 1) pairs with common divisor i, i = 2,. . . , and so 
the total number of not relatively prime pairs is at most 
1 
where S,= c - and S, = 
1.1 n/Nin 1 
i2 
c T = O(loglog@. 
primes primes ’ 
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Since 
m 1 
T=xiZ= iv”> 1 +S,+ $(T- l), 
i=l 
we have 
s, < $(;(3.15)* - 1) < f(0.66) = 0.495. 
Thus X < 0.495 p + o(p) < 0.5 p. q 
Claim 7. 4; is strictly strongly balanced. 
Proof. In view of Claim 3 it is enough to show that for each i = 0,. . . , p - 1, 
e(H,) 
I Hi I - 1 
< slope( Hi, Hi+ I), 
equivalently 
M+ilj I 
j=l i+l 
; C-. 
k-l+ cmj mi+l 
j=l 
This will follow if, setting E = 0.1 N/n*, 
M+(r+E)Cmj 
k-l+xmj cr-” 
which is true, by (ii), with a big margin. q 
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